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when the titans east began to develop a feeling of a kinship and sisterhood among themselves, they were kidnapped by brother blood, who was revealed to be a former member of the titans east who had turned villain. during the battle, brother blood and the titans east were found to have built a
psychic link between their minds. when brother blood was defeated, the link was broken and the titans east returned to the titans tower. cyborg was deeply saddened by the loss of his old team, and often spoke to them in his mind. although he became a member of the teen titans, cyborg was a
loner, preferring to be alone with his inventions. due to his loneliness, he was infrequently visited by his old teammates, although he was somewhat taken aback when the team was briefly disbanded by the shazam corporation and he was invited to join the new team, the titans west. he was at first
apprehensive about the possibility of being more isolated, but eventually overcame this by forming a close relationship with new teammate, wonder girl. when the shazam corporation reformed the titans west, cyborg again joined the team. however, when the titans east refused to join the titans
west, cyborg left the team and returned to his home with wonder girl.in the superman/batman: public enemies crossover, cyborg is "borrowed" by superman, who wants to use him to create a new kryptonian, which cyborg refuses. at the same time, batman is using his computers to detect the
location of all cyborgs. the two heroes end up fighting and, as a result, cyborg's life is saved and batman is knocked out. he is later freed by superman and returned to his home.
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cyborg is a polyamorous; he has a habit of dating other people, including his fellow titans. for example, cyborg and raven dated in the episode " dark room ", while in the same episode, he also had a relationship with starfire. in the episode " doomed, part 1 ", he had a relationship with beast boy. it's
been a week since the team took down the villains responsible for the death of nearly a million people. even though it is safe, cyborg is shaken by the events and it affects his relationship with the team. he feels that he cannot lead the team and look after them as he did before. he has to be the

leader. after a discussion with his team, he decides to leave the team. with their land fully destroyed, the team must now travel into other nations to recover their resources. the team takes a ship to japan and they meet a martial arts master with an arm of steel. however, he gives up his arm to save
his people and that is the first of many risky encounters. meanwhile, in the united states, the team meets an old friend of gibson's, who leads the team on a mission to their home state of california. the team meets other cyborgs and how they fit into the story is not yet revealed. the last story is set

on a military base and a group of people who are trying to take down the team. a group of supervillains are hunting them down. the team travel to a town called earth. they meet a team of mutants who are a threat to their world. after a battle with the mutants, they are forced to leave earth.
meanwhile, back in new york, the team is approached by a organization to aid them in destroying the team before the villains can finish them off. in the city, they discover a powerful force that is the source of power for the team. they have to find out how to control it. they also meet up with an old

friend of gibson's, who leads the team on a mission to their home state of california. the team meets other cyborgs and how they fit into the story is not yet revealed. the last story is set on a military base and a group of people who are trying to take down the team. a group of supervillains are
hunting them down. 5ec8ef588b
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